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In recent years I am searching for transitional moments that exist between binary opposites like 

inside/outside, day/night, danger/safety and more. In my work I am proposing a different gaze 

at these contrary elements - that seem absolute and in contrast to one another - to allow an 

in-between, twilight area, where a spectrum of colors and beauty is found. The visual abundance 

of the images leads me to use different techniques and materials in sculpture and painting.

I am drawn to the shimmering and seductive esthetics and to labour-intensive work. 

 In 2012, while traveling through India, I decided to go off the path, and wander by 

myself into a tropical forest area by a stream, only to alarmingly return from it after just a few 

moments. The contrast between the enchantment and allurement of nature, and between the 

element of danger that lies within, gave birth to the Entanglement paintings. Through them

I can safely arrive into that dangerous patch of woods, immerse myself in it, and feel protected. 

The paintings offer a close look at saltwater trees and bushes, and the seam line between land 

and sea. Busy surfaces laden with details portray a dense thicket vegetation that conceals the 

horizon line and blocks off sunlight from reaching the soil. The thick vegetation is positioned 

far from the safe pathway like a seductive, tropical refuge, impossible not to walk through.
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